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THE KORFBALL YOUTH LEADER AWARD

PARTICIPANT’S MANUAL
(2019 Edition)
This award is to help youth develop knowledge and skills in
leadership and to provide recognition for these.
The activities can be developed in school, club or community and
the award is at three levels in the form of bronze, silver and gold
certificates.
It is open to youth between 13 to 19 years.
You will have a Coordinator who will support your activities, verify
results and assist in the award process.
For more information and assistance contact
National Coordinator of Korfball Youth Leader Award

YouthLeadersAward@korfball.org.au
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not sure about such as the Scoring
below.

ORGANISATION
a. The National Coordinator overseas the
scheme at national level and arranges
the appointment of Regional
Coordinators in consultation with state
or regional korfball associations.
b. Where a Regional Coordinator is not
appointed in your area the National
Coordinator will be used.
c. The Regional Coordinator will:
 Advertise the award by providing
information to clubs, schools and
community groups
 Arrange for the distribution of
records, collection of results, issuing
of certificates
 Appoint Coordinators who will be
supervising the participants. These
should have knowledge and
experience of korfball such as club
officials and teachers. Form 1
Application to be appointed a
Coordinator below.
 Coordinators send the Form 2
Awards Application Form (plus any
additional information required for
some activities) to the Regional
Coordinator requesting the Award be
made for particular individuals.
 Regional Coordinators, verify
applications and on approval, sends
appropriate Certificates to the
Coordinator for presentation to
awardees.

THE ACTIVITY AREAS
There are 6 areas you can work in to get
recognitkion for your leadership activities:
 Playing
 Knowledge of Leadership
 Coaching assistance
 Refereeing
 Administration
For the first level (Bronze)you only need to
do activities in 2 areas (but may do more),
one is compulsory and this is the Playing
korfball area.
Minimum points at each level are to ensure
you get a good knowledge and skills level in
that area expected of a korfball leader.
Maximum points are to ensure you cover a
good range of activities in different areas.
Besides compulsory areas, there are some
compulsory activities, marked with an * at
the higher award levels and these must be
completed for that level indicated. Points
gained in lower award levels can then count
towards higher awards. For each award
level it must be at least 75% korfball
specific.

SCORING FOR THE AWARD
Award Level

Bronze

Minimum Areas

2
10

3
20

all 5
20

20*
20
20
20
10

30
30*
30
30
20

40
50
50
40
50

30

80

150

Minimum points for
each area covered
Maximum points for
each Area;Playing
Knowledge
Coaching
Refereeing
Administration

YOUR ACTION
a. Get registered to do the Award with
a KYLA Cordinator.

Minimum Total
Points for Award

b. The Coordinator will help you get
started and explain anything you are

Silver

Gold

*Indicates a compulsory area at that level.

3

%
korfball

100
50
90
90
80
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At the end of the Manual is the form
required to recieve the Award that can be
filled out and sent electronically.
Form 2 Awards Application (forward for
each participant when completed an award
level)

The KYLA Completion Log is
recommended to record your activities and
get verification for these.

LEADERSHIP QUALITIES AND SKILLS
Qualities of a good leader
In this course you could be developing these qualities

 Integrity – where people feel they can trust you because you are
honest
 Fairness – treats people equally and justly
 Dedication – well organised and wants to achieve goals
 Openness – prepared to listen and to accept others ideas
 Magnanimity – wants always to give credit where it is due and
encourage others
 Creative – has lots of ideas and willing to help solve problems
 Humility – wants to feel the same as others and help them rise
 Sense of humour –people feel at ease and can have fun

A skilled leader is












a good communicator (includes listening, responding, explaining)
a good team member and supporting the leader
a good decision maker
a good problem solver
able to see small and big picture
enthusiastic and a good motivator
willing to go between leadership and follower roles
able to have empathy with those you lead
well prepared to lead (planned and organised)
flexible in leading
able to see detail and follow through
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Below are the activities for each Area. Sometimes you may have an activity that may
not be korfball specific you want to include. To see if it is appropriate we use the
“Checking my leadership credentials” list below to see how it is appropriate.

Korfball Youth Leader Award

Checking my leadership credentials for KYLA activities
Name;

Club/School

Activity:
Please check against these examples (You do not have to include all for an activity)
Skill and quality
Good communication
(eg listening, responding, explaining)
A good team member

An Example
e.g. I listen to other students and ask them to do things
politely.

A good team supporter
Making sound decisions
Solving problems
Able to see’ big picture’ and ‘small picture’
Enthusiastic and able to motivate others
Willing to go between leader and follower
roles
Have empathy(understanding of their feelings) with
members when leading
Plan and organise well
Flexible in leading (e.g. willing to make
changes)
Able to see detail and follow through
Other skill or quality;-

Where you think this might fit in to the Award. (e.g. which Area and or activity)
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To verify the activity for points check with your Coordinator or send to

YouthLeadersAward@korfball.org.au
At least 70% of the course must be from korfball specific activities.
The checklist, above, can be used to help verify as appropriate non
korfball activities.

The activities in the areas below are set for the course. However others
might be negotiated with your Coordinator. They must meet the following
criteria:1. It is an activity that can be assessed easily by a coordinator (e.g.
could have the form of diary of series of events, a video, an action or
series of actions observed etc)

2. It can be seen to be included in one of the 5 Korfball Areas and can
be seen to contribute to the leadership skills and knowledge required
in korfball (e.g. for Coaching Assistance Area;- assisting in training as a team leader
to some declared objective/goal.)

3. It relates to korfball or, if not, it can be seen as developing skills easily
transferable to korfball.

4. For credit in the course the activity would need to be negotiated with
the National Coordinator who would give final authority for its
inclusion and who would designate the points score (s) for the
activity.
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PLAYING korfball AREA
To be a good korfball leader you need knowledge, skills and experience of the
game.
.

Korfball Youth Sports Program
(Max 12)
(as per Korfball Youth Sports Manual – Game Skills
lessons or negotiated equivalent
http://au.korfball.org.au/.
Maximum 12 points
This program is to help you develop the basic skills of
korfball

Completed lessons 1-12 (8 points)

Completed lessons 1-18 (10 points)

Completed to end of Extensions (12 points)

(Special note points will be halved for any disciplined
offence)

Playing in a korfball tournament (1 point per
tournament)

Playing in a regional representative team (2
points per representative game with maximum of
9 points)

Playing for a season in a club korfball competition
(10 points for at least 80% of games)

Playing in a schools competition minimum 6
games (half point per game)

Korfball Training (Max 10)
This is to help you focus on improving your skills
through practice.

Completed >80% of a club season or
representative squad program(10 points)

Completed >80% of a school korfball training
program of minimum 5 weeks but not part of KYS
Program above. (10 points)

Attendance Korfball workshop (1 day = 2 point)

Korfball Challenge 1 (Max 20)
see special Korfball Challenge1 Course manual.
Complete the course within 6 months
This course is taken by groups of four (2 male and 2
female together). It includes a challenge to improve
your shooting skills as a group and a project to
support team work. It helps you develop personal and
group skills and cooperation in a team (division group)
setting

Senior High School Course (max 10)
Game Sense Action (Max 10)
Work as a group (including a coach) to meet a playing
objective (e.g. getting more shots in). Over period of
at least 3 training sessions and 3 games analyse each
training activity and game questioning why you are
doing each activity and purpose

If you are doing a Human Movement or PE Course at
Year 11 or 12 and it is similar to the Korfball Senior
High School Course outlined in the Korfball Youth
Sports Manual then this may be included. (The course
must be approved first by the regional Korfball Youth
Leader Award Coordinator.) Remember if you want to
use aspects of this course for credit in another area
activity you must deduct the points from the maximum
for this course.

Fitness Training 1 (max 20)
Special activities to promote fitness and
recovery

Playing Korfball (Max 10)
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KNOWLEDGE for leadership AREA
If you are a leader you will need
knowledge to assist those you are
leading.

Korfball Challenge 1 (Max 20)
see special Korfball Challenge Course manual.

Complete the course within 3 months
This course may be used as credit in this
area or others (but cannot be used twice).

This area gives you the opportunity to
experience leadership and acquire
knowledge that will be useful for you in
such roles.
First Aid Course (Max 10)

Negotiated Project (Max 15)
This is a special project that you will need to
negotiate with your Coordinator. It can be taken
alone or with a mixed group of no more than 4.
The major point is that it
does contribute towards your or the group’s
knowledge and skills relevant to being a better
leader. Requires at least 10 hours activity. A
short report on a leadership issue in the project
activity must be submitted (minimum 200 words)
or orally with the coordinator. It can be korfball or
any sport specific or not sport at all.

A recognised course of at least 3 hours
duration.

Health and/or Fitness Related Course
(Max 5) (1 point for each hour)
e.g. For diet, illness awareness, fitness, This
might be a school or community course.

School and Community Activities

Coaching Awareness Workshops

(Max 20) at least 10 hours activity

(Max 5)(1 point for each hour)

School courses and community activities
may be considered for credit. The main
criteria for inclusion should be that they
contribute to the development of leadership
qualities (e.g. public speaking including
debating teams, responsibilities in a school
production, leadership on a camp,
leadership responsibilities in a part time
job).Use Checking My Leadership list to
assist.

In a coach leadership position you need
knowledge to lead a group of young people
e.g. special information workshops on topics
such as safety, injury prevention,
conditioning, sports psychology

Sports Studies (Max 10)
A half or year Sports Study course can be used
with full points credit. However, if aspects of the
course are used for points in another area the
points must be deducted from the maximum for
this course.

Coaching in another activity (Max 10)
If you have experience in training/coaching
in another sport or activity ( e.g. dance,music,
drama) this can be recognised here..
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COACHING korfball AREA
If you are a leader you will need experience coaching.

This gives you the opportunity to be
involved in training and/or coaching
provided you are supervised by an
accredited coach or PE teacher.

Coaching in another activity (Max 10)
If you have experience in training/coaching
in another sport or activity (e.g. dance,music,
netball,football) this can be recognised here.

Assisting at a Schools/Junior Sports Day (Max 10)
-(Up to 2.5 points per day)
This can give you the chance to get some experience
coaching, e.g. coaching and training a junior team for
tournament or carnival.
Assisting at Junior Training (Max 10)
(1 point per hour or session)
Helping to run regular coaching/training sessions for
a school or club team. A discussion with the coach
supervisor expected before and after each session.

Korfball Youth Coaches Course
Maximum 30 points
This course requires developing skills in
coaching and incorporates the Korfball Youth
Basic Principles Course.
Information available on line Korfball Youth
Coach Manual or from
YouthLeaderAwards@korfball.org.au

Korfball Youth Leader - Assignment 1 Coaching
(Max 5)*This study is compulsory for Silver and Gold
awards.
The Korfball Youth Development-Coaching
Assignment (See your Coordinator to get this). This
helps you to be aware of the aims of korfball and the
needs of players at different ages when you are
coaching them.

Korfball Youth Coaching Basic Principles Course
* (Max 15)
*This course is compulsory for Gold level award.
It helps you understand all the basic points in
coaching korfball. You can do this alone or in small
groups. Course available on-line as a workbook from .
YouthLeadersAward@korfball.org.au

Korfball Challenge 1 (Max 20)
see special Korfball Challenge Course manual.
Complete the course within 3 months
This course may be used as credit in this area or
others (but cannot be used twice).

Observing and Responding (Max 10)
(2 point for each observation)
A coach needs to observe the results of his coaching
and react appropriately so this should help.
Supervised observation of a qualified coach directing
training and/or a game of korfball. Responding using
oral feedback and/or use of a Korfball Coaching
Analysis Sheet.

Fitness Training 1 (max 20)
Special activities to promote fitness and
recovery
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REFEREEING AREA
Leadership in playing requires understanding of the rules and the importance of the role of the referee.

This area gives you the opportunity to show the
leadership required in either
refereeing or supporting the referee. It is
essential that you have a good knowledge of the
rules of korfball first.

Korfball Referee Basic Principles Course*
(Max 10)
This course is compulsory if you are going for a
Gold Award. It is an online course that you take
in your own time or in small groups. It helps you
understand all the basic points in refereeing. It is
available from
YouthLeadersAward@korfball.org.au

Know the Rules (Max 10)
Maximum 10 points (1hr = 2.5 points)
For your group/team invite a qualified referee
along to a series of meetings to discuss the rules
of korfball. Could include watching videos,
quizzes etc. Report in a way where comments
can be recorded on key rules learning and on
leadership skills. .

Korfball Youth Referees Course
Maximum 30 points
If you are interested in refereeing this is a good
thing to do. Completion of the course and
passing the rules test.This course incorporates
the Korfball Referee Basic Principles Course

Unqualified Refereeing (Max 10)
Maximum 10 points
If you are unable to attend a Referees Course
you may referee unofficial games under
supervision e.g. during korfball PE lessons, in
club or school internal games (maximum half a
point per game)

Korfball Youth Leader- Assignment 2
Refereeing* (Max 5)
This assignment is compulsory if you are going
for a Silver or Gold Award. It is to help you
recognise what you need to be aware of when
refereeing young people of certain ages. The
Korfball Youth Development-Refereeing
Assignment .(See your Coordinator to get this) .

Officiating in other sports (Max 10)
If you have done an officiating course or
regularly officiated (umpired) in another sport
this experience can be recognised here.

Korfball Challenge 2 (Max 20)
see special Korfball Challenge 2 Course
manual.
This has a special korfball refereeing/rules focus
in the project
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ADMINISTRATION of korfball Area
Leadership involves being prepared to participate in a wide range of activities that support competition .

Korfball games need leaders to organise
them and make sure that everyone enjoys
playing and everything runs well. Here is
your opportunity to be a leader.

Assisting with a Regular Korfball
Competition (Max 10)

Assisting with a Regular Korfball
Competition (Max 10)
Here you might be showing leadership by
volunteering to help run a regular korfball
competition. This could be community or school.
For full points, helping with a range of activities
over at least 6 weeks of the competition.

Korfball Challenge 1 (Max 20)
see special Korfball Challenge1 Course manual.
It can be used in this area with a games
organization focus in the project. Points can be
split between 2 areas.

Attending Meetings (Max 5)
(maximum 2.5 points per meeting)
Attending a committee meeting for a club or
association of which you are not a member of
the committee. Record the main agenda points
and decisions made and comment on how the
meeting went.

Assisting with a Tournament
(Max 10) (Maximum up to 5 points per
tournament)
This might include any administrative activities.
Organisational Experience in other sports
Maximum 10 points
If you have demonstrated leadership skills by
having similar responsibilities to these above for
korfball but in other sports they can be
acknowledged here. They will need to be listed
and acknowledged by the appropriate sport
officials.

Committee Member (Max 10)
Maximum 6 points
You can be a member of a regular committee
that meets at least once per month and you
have attended at least 80% of meetings within
the six months. ). Note it could be a club, school
SRC, etc.
Present a written account to your Coordinator of
your membership and how you think you have
contributed to the meetings and/or for those you
represent (about 50-100 words

A Korfball Support
Maximum 10 points
Taking a leadership role in for example a korfball
fundraising event, promotion, publishing (e.g.
newsletter page). A report, in some form
required which highlights leadership skills
experienced. Points in range 2 to 10 depending
on time and complexity.

Korfball Youth Leader – Assignment 3
Administration* (Max 5)
This is a compulsory assignment for this area at
the Gold award level. It will help you understand
the importance of administration in sport and is
korfball specific.(See your Coordinator to get
this)

Korfball Youth Administration Course Level 0
(max 30) see separate course manual
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Rules for Youth Korfball4 and Korfball8
The rules are designed to promote




Cooperation
All round ability
Ball handling and movement skills

Italic references are to the full official rules and guidance notes found at
http://ikf.org/documents
This is a concise edition for youth players. For more detail of their interpretation see the
IKF Rules of Korfball
http://www.korfball.org/ikf/images/stories/documents/complete%20rules%20of%20korfball%20from%
202012-07-01.pdf

Section 1 Field and Equipment
Playing area for Korfball 8
Court size of 40m x 20m divided into 2 equal
zones with a free height of at least 7m.
Marking for Korfball 8

In the diagram above on the left it shows the
area which all players except the Penalty taker
must remain outside of during the taking of the
Penalty.
In the diagram on the right the Free Pass is
taken from the Penalty Spot but all players
except the taker remain only outside the lighter
shaded area.

The posts are placed one third of the length of
the zone in from the back outline.
For Korfball 4 there is 1 division (zone) about
30m x 15m with posts 1/6th of the length of the
court in from the back boundaries.

Posts
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The posts are 3.5m high but may be lower for
junior players.

These are fitted to face the centre of the court.
They are 25cm deep and inner diameter of
40cm.

Korfs (baskets)

Korfball4

4
5
6
7

Korfball8
differences

Notes and
references

1

Play on a single court approximately 25m
x15m

2

Korfball posts between 3m-3.5m to top of
basket and positioned in from back lines
th
approximately 1/6 of court length

1.3-1.4

3

Use #5 size ball

4

Teams of 4 preferably equal number
of male and female but variable as
long as same number of each gender
in each team on court.

1.5 netballs or soccer balls ok
but not basketballs.
Where possible have equal
number of male and female.
2.1-2.5

5

Referee controls the game and blows the
whistle to stop and start all play

6

Game starts with a throw off from penalty
spot of other team

7

A goal is scored when it has fallen
completely through the basket (korf) from
above and from anywhere on the court
Start of play is at the penalty spot of the
opposing team..It is the same position after
every goal but by a member of the nonscoring team.
Game length is up to the organisers to
decide but should be no longer than 15
minutes for each half.

8

9

10 Substitutions are gender based and can
be at anytime when the team doing this
has the ball with player going off before
new player goes on court.

Court divided into 2 square
divisions –whole court
approximately 40m x 20m

Teams of 8 with gender
ratio same for each team in
each division (2 of each
gender in each division
means a total of 8 on court.
Referee may have an
assistant in both forms of
the game.
Starts with “Home” team
throw off from near centre
of centre line in their attack
division
Only people in the attack
division can score

1.1-1.2

2.3-2.5

3.1- 3.5

3.2

Whichever team is to take
it do so from near the
centre just inside their
Attack division.
After half time the teams
change direction therefore
shoot into the other goal.
They change ends and
therefore the roles
(attacker or defender)
remain the same as before
half time.

3.3

Gender based but only
when play is stopped. ,
must not return to same
division (leave in attack so
return into defence so there
is no specialisation)

Other requirements might be
made for competitions, e.g.
substituted for at least 10
minutes.
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Infringements of the rules At a high competitive level, as in most sports, interpretations can become very
complex. We need to keep them simpler at this level for players and for potential youth referees. Basically there
are what are considered; Light infringements ( eg running with the ball) punished with a re-start to non-offending team.
 Heavy infringements (e.g.against attack team like unfair contact ) punished with a free-pass
 Very heavy infringements (e.g.loss of a scoring chance such as knocking a shooter) punished with a penalty
shot. See 3.6 for more detail
Below are the prohibition rules using the official rule numbers.
During play it is prohibited to:
3.6a Touch the ball with leg or foot

An advantage can be played if
it goes to the opposing team
Tapping is allowed. Fisting to
own defending team is a freepass to the attackers
If already caught and then falls
down can hold it and stand up
and play the ball.

3.6b Hit the ball with a fist

3.6c Take hold of, catch or tap the ball
when any part of the body other
than the feet is touching the
ground
3.6d To run with the ball – this is seen
as
-taking more than one step while standing with
the ball (but you can turn around on the spot,
step forward and back but keep one foot on the
place where the ball was received)
- you can catch the ball while running and do not
have to stop and may take up to 3 step contacts
with the ground to come to a halt or continue
running and pass the ball on or shoot within 3
steps.

Referee must be aware from
the moment the player
receives the ball.

3.6e Solo-play is when it is seen as
deliberate avoidance of cooperation

Closely associated with Rule
3.6d above. An examples
bouncing or tapping the ball
away and then moving to
collect it when not competing
for the ball.;

3.6f To hand the ball to another player
of one’s own team

The ball must pass freely
through the air, however small
so there is an opportunity for
interception.
Especially when close to fulltime and in the lead e.g.
holding the ball too long and
not attempting to get a shot in.
The challenge and skill is to
get the ball when it is free

The rule is to encourage
cooperative rather than solo
play.

3.6g To delay the game

3.6h To knock take or run the ball out
of an opponent’s hands – the key
factor is the opponent has control
3.6i To push, cling to, or hold off an
opponent – when done by a defender

The challenge and skill is to
beat an opponent without
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contact or obstruction

can lead to a free-pass
3.6j To hinder an opponent excessively
e.g. stopping free movement of body
or bringing hand or arm on to opponent
when they have the ball

Encourage standing off an
opponent and trying to block
the path of the ball

3.6k to hinder an opponent of the
opposite sex in throwing the ball –
essentially be at least 2m away

There are aspects of gender
cooperation together and with
the same gender

3.6l to hinder an opponent who is
already hindered by another player

It’s a one on one challenge so
gender cooperation needed to
mark all opponents
The division is two
dimensional

3.6m not applicable since only one division

3.6m To play outside
one’s division
(zone)

3.6n to shoot from a defended position
To be defended the defender must be
-closer to the post than the shooter
-within touching distance,
-facing the shooter
-attempting to block the ball’s
path
at the instance the ball
leaves the shooters hands to be
awarded a defended shot.

The rule is to promote
cooperation between attacking
players to get shots in and for
defenders to cooperate by
each marking an appropriate
attacker to prevent shots.

3.6o to shoot after cutting past another
attacker this is similar to the action of
‘screening” or “blocking”
3.6p not applicable since only one
zone/division

The challenge in korfball is to
beat you’re your opponent by
speed and flexibility
Only attack division players
may score which means the
ball must be touched by an
attacker before the ball goes
in.
The coach informs which
player will not be shooting and
changes can be made on
informing other team and
referee (see 3.6q for more
detail)
If deemed deliberate then by
an attacker no goal and a
restart to defence. If done by a
defender possibly a penalty.
Infringement by an attacker
then a re-start, by a defender
then a free pass
Violations by an attacker – a
re-start
By a defender – retake freepass or a penalty
e.g. causing a collision,over

3.6p to score from the
defence division (zone)

3.6q to shoot when one plays without a
personal opponent

3.6r to influence a shot by moving the
post

3.6s to take hold of the post when
jumping,running or in order to
move away quickly
3.6t to violate the conditions laid down
for a free pass or penalty

3.6u to play in a dangerous manner
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rubust play
3.6v to violate the conditions laid dow
The ball must travel at least
for a re-start includes hindering the
2.5m before being touched by
any other player
taker. Re-start from where the offence took
place
The following special situations are covered in more detail within the Official Rules
3.7 Outball when it touches a boundary line or
area outside and the ceiling or object above
the field of play
3.8 Referee throw-up when simultaneous
seizure of the ball by two opponents or when
play stopped suddenly with no entitlement to
have possession for either team
3.9 Re-start by non-offending team from the
spot where the offence took place or,no
interference until ball has gone 2.5m from
the spot.
3.10
Free pass is awarded for a heavy
infringement by a defending side. Taken
from the penalty spot with everyone except
the taker 2.5m away and all attackers 2.5m
from each other. It is indirect so a pass must
be made first before a shot can be taken.
3.11
Penalty is awarded if there is an
infringement on someone going to shoot. A
free shot from 2.5m in front of the post
(Penalty Spot). Everyone else 2.5m away
from a line between the penalty spot and the
post. No interference with penalty taker.
3.12 Change of divisions not applicable in
K4

Referee at liberty to chose two
opposing players of same
gender and height.

See the details of taking at
3.10

In K8 there is a change of
divisions after every 2
goals. At this youth level
you can have an additional
case of a change after 5
minutes if there have not
been 2 goals.

Everyone, including spectator
are not allowed to interfere
with a penalty by moving
about or calling out. To
distract the taker.
3.11
In K8 this additional rule
makes sure all players have
the opportunity to play in both
attack and defence in a game
situation since all round ability
is expected.

Official IKF Referee Signals
Youth level referees are encouraged to learn and use the official signals but they are
not a prerequisite for passing at this level.
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Watch korfball videos on the IKF website to see how the referees move about and make
decision.

There are further guidance notes in the full IKF Rules of Korfball at the web address noted at the
beginning of these Youth rules.
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Resources for the Korfball Youth Leader Award
WHERE DOES KORFBALL COME FROM?
Korfball was invented by a school teacher in
Holland called Nico Broehuysen. He wanted
to have a sport where both boys and girls
could play together without any advantage
to either sex. He called it “Korfball” because
“korf” means basket in his language.

College in Adelaide by Roy Kirkby in 1977.
Students from the College introduced it into
the wider community first at Blackwood
Community Centre.
In the following years korfball was
introduced in all states of Australia with the
support of ACHPER (Australian Council of
Health, Physical Education and Recreation) and
through Aussie Sports.

Being a teacher he was interested in both
the physical and social development of
young people so he designed the rules so
that in playing it would emphasize body
movement and ball handling skills, all-round
ability and cooperation. This was all quite
revolutionary at the time and korfball is still
the world’s only international mixed team
sport.

Korfball came of age in Australia when a
national team took part in the 1984 Korfball
World Championships in Belgium. Since
then Australia has been able to take part in
all subsequent World Championships at
Open and Under 23 level. In 1999 the Open
World Championships were in Adelaide and
the last ones in Belgium. In 2016 we
compete in the Under 23 World
Championships in the Czech Republic

During the first half of the 20th Century
korfball was mainly played in Holland and
Belgium but in the second half it began to
spread world wide.
In the 1960’s it was introduced into Papua
new Guinea and a student teacher, Ms
Malevu Kove, who played the game there,
introduced it into a Sydney high school
when she was visiting Australia. The first
permanent playing of korfball in Australia
began when it was introduced at Scotch

In the past 20 years korfball has expanded
rapidly and is played in over 70 countries on
all continents. You can find out more about
the countries, international competitions and
videos on the International Korfball
Federation website http://www.korfball.org/ .
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KORFBALL; FROM IDEAL TO PRACTICE
Korfball, like every sport, is designed to
provide enjoyment through physical and
mental competition using a particular set of
rules to encourage the use of certain skills
and practices. But korfball is special
because they have to apply to both male
and female playing together.

-

-

-

All sports have different ideals or points they
value; some emphasize specialized roles
and skills sets in a team, others are for
individuals or pairs rather than teams, some
include physical force while some have the
ideal of using with skill a particular
instrument like a bat.

-

-

Korfball has 3 major ideals in which players
are valued for how well they can perform
meeting these ideals in a game. They are




All-round ability (rather than
specialization)
Maximum co-operation between
players
Ball handling and non-contact skills

In coming to play korfball you will have
many skills and values from other sports.
The challenge for you is to adopt those you
can to korfball and embrace those that are
unique to korfball.

These ideals present players and teams
with a series of challenges in a game. Here
are some;-

The challenge of working in
cooperation with the opposite
gender
The physical challenge of
intercepting the ball and outpositioning opponents without
contact
The mental challenge of outwitting
opponents
The scoring challenge of being able
to shoot from any part of the court
free of your opponent ( and support
others)
The co-operation challenge with
your team and all others involved in
the game in a positive way (e.g.
sporting conduct - playing honestly
and fairly, courtesy and self -control
towards other teams and officials.)

All-round ability of being able to
adopt any role (feeding, shooting,
collecting, attacking and defending)
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IS KORFBALL DIFFERENT?
Korfball is a handball sport like netball and
basketball. Some of the skills of these
sports, including body movement and ball
control, will help you in playing korfball.
However there are some significant
differences and it is important to recognise
these if you wish to be a successful player
in korfball. Here are some of the main ones:

 Multi – tasking

 Movement on court

 Mixed sport

You need to be very agile and able to move,
forwards, backwards, to the side and V
movements in order to get away from your
opponent in attack or keep close to in
defence.

Korfball is a mixed sport so you might have
a challenge of playing with the opposite sex
on equal, non-specialist terms. To be
successful you need total cooperation
between 2 male and 2 female in a division
(zone) with every tactical role being able to
be performed equally well by each
participant.

You need all round ability and to be able to
take on any role so you can’t be a specialist.
Team work is of the essence to get
someone free to shoot. So everyone might
need at some stage to be a feeder, a
rebounder or a shooter.

 Shooting
This is much more varied and challenging in
korfball since you need to be able to shoot
quickly or long distances (up to 10 metres)
in order to avoid taking a defended shot.
Other shots such as running-in, moving
backwards or with V movement are also
sometimes necessary.

 Tactics
You can’t run with the ball as an individual
and score nor can you physically prevent an
opponent from defending in order to get a
free shot. Shooting is more challenging
therefore different tactics are needed in
korfball in order to get scoring chances

 Passing
With a larger court and a need to maximize
space and a wide variety of movements a
broader range of passing and catching skills
are required than is other sports.
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OTHER USEFUL RESOURCES
1. Korfball Youth Development
This little manual is useful for knowing what to consider when helping younger people than you when
you are training, coaching or refereeing them. Also needed for the compulsory 3 assignments you
have to do for the Silver and Gold awards.
Download at file:///C:/Users/Roy/AppData/Local/Temp/KORFBALL-YOUTH-DEVELOPMENT3RDedition.pdf

Go to the International Korfball Federation website to see high level games and get other information
about korfball around the world
http://www.korfball.org/
And for YouTube examples at http://www.youtube.com/user/ikfchannel

2. Youth Korfball 4-8 Five Week Program
Your Coordinator should have a copy of this. It contains information for the Secondary level program.

3. Korfball Primary Teachers Manual at
https://korfball.org.au/wp-content/uploads/K4PrimTeachManFullJan17.pdf

The KYLA COMPLETION LOG is the most popular form of recording the
progress and this is found below.
25
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KORFBALL YOUTH LEADER AWARD COMPLETION LOG (ed.18)
Name

Coordinator

This can be handed in to your Coordinator (digitally or in hard copy form) when you are ready to receive an award.
AREA
ACTIVITY
WHAT I HAVE DONE POINTS
VERIFICATION
DATE

P
L
A
Y
I
N
G
K
O
R
F
B
A
L
L

Korfball Youth Sports Program
(Max 12)
(as per Youth Korfball 4 and 8 Program – Game
Skills lessons or negotiated equivalent
http://au.korfball.org.au/.
Maximum 12 points
This program is to help you develop the basic skills of
korfball
Completed all lessons 12 points
Completed 50% of lessons (6points)
Korfball Training
(max 10)
This is to help you focus on improving your skills
through practice.

Completed >80% of a club season or
representative squad program(10 points)

Completed >80% of a school korfball training
program of minimum 5 weeks but not part of
KYS Program above. (10 points)

Attendance Korfball workshop (1 day = 2 point)
Playing Korfball (max 10)
(Special note points will be halved for any disciplined
offence)

Playing in a korfball tournament (1 point per
tournament)

Playing in a regional representative team (2
points per representative game with maximum
of 9 points)

Playing for a season in a club korfball
competition (10 points)

Playing in a schools competition minimum 6
games (half point per game

Korfball Challenge 1

(max 20)
(see special Korfball Challenge Course booklet and
note how the
This course is taken by groups of four (2 male and 2
female together). It helps you develop personal and
group skills and cooperation in a team setting through
improving shooting skills.
Senior High School Course (max 10)
If you are doing a Human Movement or PE Course at
Year 11 or 12 and it is similar to the Youth Korfball4
& 8 program then this may be included. Remember
if you want to use aspects of this course for credit in
another area activity you must deduct the points from
the maximum for this course.
Game Sense Action (max 10)
Work as a group (including a coach) to meet a
playing objective (e.g. getting more shots in). Over
period of at least 3 training sessions and 3 games
analyse each training activity and game questioning
why you are doing each activity and purpose
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First Aid Course (max 10)
A recognised course of at least 2 hours duration. 5
points
Advanced First Aid 10 points

K
N
O
W
L
E
D
G
E

WHAT I HAVE DONE

Health and/or Fitness Related Course (max 5)
1)
e.g. For diet, illness awareness, fitness. This might be
a school or community course.
Coaching Awareness Workshops (max 5)
In a coach leadership position you need knowledge
to lead a group of young people e.g. special
information workshops on topics
such as safety, injury prevention, conditioning, sports
psychology

Korfball Challenge 1

(max 20)

Maximum 20 points (see special Korfball Challenge
Course booklet ) This can be used in this area with
an area focus in the project.

for
L
E
A
D
E
R
S
H
I
P

Sports Studies
(Max 10)
A half or year Sports Study course can be used with
full points credit. However, if aspects of the course
are used for points in another area the points must be
deducted from the maximum for this course.
Coaching in another activity (max 10)
Maximum 5 points
If you have experience in training/coaching in another
activity.(e.g. dance, music, netball, football) this can
be recognized in this area..

School and Community Activities (max 20)
School courses and community activities may be
considered for credit. The main criteria for inclusion
should be that they contribute to the development of
leadership qualities (e.g. public speaking including
debating teams, responsibilities in a school
production, leadership on a camp, leadership
responsibilities in a part time job).Use Checking My
Leadership list to assist.
Negotiated Project (Max 15)
This is a special project that you will need to
negotiate with your Coordinator. It can be taken alone
or with a mixed group of no more than 4. The major
point is that it
does contribute towards your or the group’s
knowledge and skills relevant to being a better
leader. Requires at least 10 hours activity. A short
report on a leadership issue in the project activity
must be submitted (minimum 200 words) or orally
with the coordinator. It can be korfball or any sport
specific or not sport at all.
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WHAT I HAVE DONE

C
O
A
C
H
I
N
G

K
O
R
F
B
A
L
L

Assisting at a Schools/Junior Sports Day (Max 10)
-(Up to5 points per day)
This can give you the chance to get some experience
coaching, e.g. coaching and training a junior team for
tournament or carnival.
Assisting at Junior Training (Max 10)
(1 point per hour or session)
Helping to run regular coaching/training sessions for
a school or club team. A discussion with the coach
supervisor expected before and after each session.

Korfball Youth Coaches Course (Max 30)
Develop skills in coaching to official Youth level.
Incorporates the Youth Coaching Basic Principles
course.

Korfball Challenge 1 (Max 20)
see special Korfball Challenge Course manual.
Complete the course within 3 months
This course may be used as credit in this area or
others (but cannot be used twice).

Korfball Youth Leader - Assignment 1 Coaching
(Max 5)*This study is compulsory for Silver and Gold
awards.
The Korfball Youth Development-Coaching
Assignment (See your Coordinator to get this). This
helps you to be aware of the aims of korfball and the
needs of players at different ages when you are
coaching them.

Korfball Youth Coaching Basic Principles
Course * (Max 15)
*This course is compulsory for Gold level
award.
It helps you understand all the basic points in
coaching korfball. You can do this alone or in
small groups. Course available on-line as a
workbook from .
YouthLeadersAward@korfball.org.au

Coaching in another activity (Max 10)
If you have experience in training/coaching in
another sport or activity (e.g. dance,music,
netball,football) this can be recognised here.
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R
E
F
E
R
E
E
I
N
G

Know the Rules (Max 10)
Maximum 10 points (1hr = 2.5 points)
For your group/team invite a qualified referee
along to a series of meetings to discuss the
rules of korfball. Could include watching videos,
quizzes etc. Report in a way where comments
can be recorded on key rules learning and on
leadership skills. .

WHAT I HAVE DONE

Korfball Challenge 2 (Max 20)
see special Korfball Challenge 2 Course
manual.
This has a special korfball refereeing/rules
focus in the project

Korfball Referee Basic Principles Course*
(Max 10)
This course is compulsory if you are going for a
Gold Award. It is an online course that you take
in your own time or in small groups. It helps you
understand all the basic points in refereeing. It
is available from
YouthLeadersAward@korfball.org.au
Korfball Youth Leader- Assignment 2
Refereeing* (Max 5)
This assignment is compulsory if you are going
for a Silver or Gold Award. It is to help you
recognise what you need to be aware of when
refereeing young people of certain ages. The
Korfball Youth Development-Refereeing
Assignment .(See your Coordinator to get this) .
Unqualified Refereeing (Max 10)
Maximum 10 points
If you are unable to attend a Referees Course
you may referee unofficial games under
supervision e.g. during korfball PE lessons, in
club or school internal games (maximum half a
point per game)
Officiating in other sports (Max 5)
If you have done an officiating course or
regularly officiated (umpired) in another sport
this experience can be recognised here

Korfball Youth Referees Course (max
30)
If you are interested in refereeing this is a
good thing to do. Completion of the course
and passing the rules test.
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Assisting with a Regular Korfball
Competition (Max 10)

A
D
M
I
N
I
S
T
R
A
T
I
O
N

WHAT I HAVE DONE

Here you might be showing leadership by
volunteering to help run a regular korfball
competition. This could be community or
school. For full points, helping with a range of
activities over at least 6 weeks of the
competition.

Assisting with a Tournament (Max 10)
(Maximum up to 5 points per tournament)
This might include any administrative
activities.

A Korfball Support (max 10)
Taking a leadership role in for example a
korfball fundraising event, promotion,
publishing (e.g. newsletter page). A report, in
some form required which highlights
leadership skills experienced. Points in range
2 to 10 depending on time and complexity.

Korfball Challenge 1 (Max 20)
see special Korfball Challenge1 Course
manual.
It can be used in this area with a games
organization focus in the project. Points can
be split between 2 areas.

Attending Meetings (Max 5)
(maximum 2.5 points per meeting)
Attending a committee meeting for a club or
association of which you are not a member of
the committee. Record the main agenda
points and decisions made and comment on
how the meeting went.
Committee Member (Max 10)
Maximum 6 points
You can be a member of a regular committee
that meets at least once per month and you
have attended at least 80% of meetings within
the six months. ). Note it could be a club,
school SRC, etc.
Present a written account to your Coordinator
of your membership and how you think you
have contributed to the meetings and/or for
those you represent (about 50-100 words

Korfball Youth Leader – Assignment 3
Administration* (Max 5)
This is a compulsory assignment for this area
at the Gold award level. It will help you
understand the importance of administration in
sport and is korfball specific.(See your
Coordinator to get this)

Organisation Experience in other
sports (max 10)
Demonstrated leadership and
responsibilities
Korfball Youth Administration Course
Level 0 (max 30) see separate course
manual
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AWARDS PROGRESS

SCORING FOR THE AWARD
Award Level

Bronze

Minimum Areas

2
10

3
20

all 5
20

20*
20
20
20
10

30
30*
30
30
20

40
50
50
40
50

30

80

150

Minimum points for
each area covered
Maximum points for
each Area;Playing
Knowledge
Coaching
Refereeing
Administration

Minimum Total
Points for Award

Silver

Gold

%
korfball

Present Score

Coordinator’s
Comments

Date

Playing
Knowledge
Coaching
Refereeing
Administration

100
50
90
90
80

Total

*Indicates a compulsory area at that Award Level
If you go immediately for a higher level award you must have completed the compulsory areas or activities of lower awards.

Your coordinator will keep this until the level of award has been verified by the
Regional/National Coordinator. Then it will be returned to you since you may want it to
add other activities for a higher award.
Below is a checklist you might use to verify leadership skills you developed in a non
korfball activity. This will then be assessed by the Coordinator to allot points in an area.
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Korfball Challenge:
What it is.
This is a unique sports mini course. You take
it as mixed group (2 male, 2 female) and you
work together to accomplish a series of
korfball achievements.

What you have to do first.

What it gives you.




It gives you the opportunity to develop a range
of korfball skills to a higher level. These skills
have broader implication because you will
also develop teamwork and leadership skills
and appreciate more the smart level of
understanding required to play high level
korfball. It is also an option for credit in the
Korfball Youth Leader Award.



Get your group together.
Decide on a schedule and where it will
take place. See The Training below.
Discuss with your course Coordinator to
finalise your plan.

Doing it.



How it works.




You will be working through this as a group,
assisting each other to develop skills and
understanding to a higher level than you have
already. You decide together how to organise
your activities leading towards an
achievement test at the end.
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Have group roles, eg. leader, recorder and
observer.
Agree on how you will share these
around.
Organise your Record of Achievement
Do the training sessions, the Group
Project and short assignments.
Build up to and then organise the final test
and the concluding presentation in which
you reflect on your training and Group
Project and outline how you intend to use
your acquired skills.
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THE TRAINING
The Purpose

Assumption

To improve, through group practice, specific
korfball skills of passing and catching,
shooting and group movements in an
attacking role.





The task



Organise at least 6 hours of training over a
period of not more than 10 weeks when the
four of you can work together doing the
following activities. There should be at least 6
sessions results recorded.
Number
1

2

3

4

5

That you have some experience of playing
korfball
That you will have had some coaching in
the korfball skills
You have access to watching high level
korfball in person or on video

The skills of korfball can be seen on
videos at
http://www.korfbal.be/Nieuws/3160
Relevant clips noted e.g. VTS 04

Activity description

Activity considerations

Passing and catching and moving about in a
division - 20m x 20m including variety of
distances between passes, different types of
passes and all changing positions in the division.
VTS 04, VTS 05, VTS06, VTS 09
Standing Shoots near the post (between 2 and
3 metres) all around the korf. Standing shots
quickly after receiving a pass.
Make shots assuming it’s a game situation with
one of the group as a passive defender.
Each do 20 shots and record goals (not
necessarily all at once).VTS 01
Moving shots near the post (between 2.5m and
5m away) A combination of L and side and back
movements.
Have a passive defender while taking the shots.
Each do 20 shots and record goals. VTS 03 -05
Running-in shots from between 5m and 10m
from the post. Have passive defender to run
around, a feeder and rebounder.
Each to take 20 shots and record goals.
No “travel”( e.g.4 steps with ball) shots allowed.




VTS08



Long shots from > 6m. The ball is passed to a
player to make a long shot. Have a player to get
the rebound and pass out the ball again for a
further shot from another place >6m away.
VTS 02, VTS 03,

















6

Division Play as a group move the ball around
demonstrating tactics that lead to shots of the
kinds practiced above. Do this for 2 minutes and
shots must be made within 25seconds (shot clock
time in senior games) of each other. Have breaks
for 1 minute and then start again. Keep a tally of
the group goals and make sure you have a
variety in each 2 minute session.
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Are we all as capable as each other?
Do we need to have some individual or group
practice of certain forms of passes?
What can we do (and will do) to improve
these skills during the course?
What kinds of opportunities are there to make
such a shot? (e.g. when opponent out of
position)
Are we making passes to the taker that are
appropriate?

Are some of us better at this than others?
Look at reasons why and seek ways to
improve those who are not as good.
Look at some game situations where you
could create this kind of shot and try some.
When are these possible in a game situation?
What are the important considerations for
success with this kind of shot?
What is required for follow up after the shot in
case it does not go in to score a goal?
What will you do to help any member of the
group having difficulty with this shot?
What are the important considerations for
success with this kind of shot?
What is required for shot to be made and
follow up after the shot in case it does not go
in to score a goal?
What will you do to help any member of the
group having difficulty with this shot?
In each session recognise what the individual
and group weaknesses are and how you can
overcome them
Are there some individual strengths that might
be utilized in some playing situations? (e.g. a
tall player to get rebounds, a very quick player for
running-in and L shots)
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INDIVIDUAL TRAINING RECORD
Name

Others in group

This record is to show improvements during the training period. It needs to be kept and
made available to your Coordinator.

Session #
and date

Passing and
catching
(time spent)

Standing
Shots near
post
Goals/shots

Moving
shots near
post
Goals/shots
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Running-in
Shots
Goals/shots

Long shots
Goals/shots

Division
Play
(time spent)
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My personal assessment of the training overall
On the continuum to the right of each statement below show your level of contribution to the group
while undertaking the training.
Numbers indicate 1 (never)








2 (sometimes)

3 (mostly)

4 (always)

I put group wishes before my own
I helped others to meet their goals
I worked constructively to resolve possible conflict
I was prepared to compromise
I was willing to contribute to all tasks required by the group
I was able to contribute to activity considerations

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

DEMONSTRATION TEST

This demonstration is to show the level of skills that you have acquired individually and as a
group. It must be done with your coordinator present and preferably with other
students/players to watch.

Have a half court with post and basket in the correct position. Play as a group moving the ball
around demonstrating tactics that lead to shots of the kinds practiced in training, i.e. standing and
moving shots near post, running-in shots and long shots. Do this for 2 minutes and make sure shots
are made at least within 25seconds of the last one. Do not have the same kind of shots straight
after one another – vary the shots. Have breaks for 30 seconds and then start again. Continue as
above until each player has had one of each kind of shot.
The Coordinator may use the following recording format;Use a tick for an attempt and G for a goal

Name

Standing
shots near
post

Moving shots
near post

Running-in
shots

Long shots

Contribution to
group play
Outstanding (O)
High (H)
Satisfactory (S)
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KORFBALL CHALLENGE GROUP PROJECT

The Purpose

Note: This Korfball Challenge Group Project
cannot also attract full points if used for the
Negotiated Project (see page 27 in this
Korfball Youth Leader Award manual).
However it can be used also as the
Negotiated Project if you deducting 5 points
from that and 5 points from the Korfball
Challenge Group Project.

This activity is to give you the opportunity to
develop further skills of cooperation and
leadership in a group.

What you need to do

My personal assessment of the Project

As a group, decide on a small project that

On the continuum under each statement
below show your level of contribution to the
group while undertaking the training.

can benefit korfball. Check the suitability of
this with your coordinator. It should be able to
be completed within the time doing this
course.

Numbers indicate 1 (never)

Below are some examples;






3 (mostly)

Organise a competition for junior students
in a school, club or community.
Conduct a series of training sessions for a
group of junior players.
Introduce korfball in a school or
community
Raise money to purchase korfball
equipment.
Make a korfball video e.g. YouTube, to
demonstrate some aspect of the game,
e.g. rules, skills, tactics.(keep short < 5
minutes)



4 (always)

 I put group wishes before my own
1
2
3
4
 I helped others to meet their goals
1
2
3
4
 I worked constructively to resolve possible
conflict or difficulties
1
2
3
4
 I was prepared to compromise
1
2
3
4

When doing the project activity make sure
you all



2 (sometimes)

 I was willing to contribute to all tasks
required by group
1
2
3
4

share the activity
have leadership responsibilities at
some point
work constructively to resolve any
conflict

 I was able to contribute to activity
considerations
1
2
3
4

When completed arrange a meeting with your
coordinator to consider the overall
achievement.
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Credit for the course requires




Completed the Training Section and Demonstration Test successfully
Completed the Group Project successfully.
Received from your coordinator the Overall Assessment Sheet for the Korfball Challenge

OVERALL ASSESSMENT FOR KORFBALL CHALLENGE COURSE
This needs to be completed by the coordinator of the course in consultation with the members
of the group. Each member needs to keep a copy for reference when completing the Korfball
Youth Leader Award.
Names of Group Members

THE TRAINING
This was completed with an overall improvement of
contribution to group play.

% in shooting skills and a

THE GROUP PROJECT
The activity for the Group Project was _
The group felt (a comment on the success of the project)

OVERALL
As coordinator for the group I feel that the Korfball Challenge Course was completed (circle)
SATISFACTORILY

VERY WELL

Coordinator Name

Date
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KYLA

Assignments 1,2 and 3

These Assignments are part of the KYLA structure and relate to coaching, refereeing
and administration and are compulsory when reaching the Gold level.

KORFBALL YOUTH LEADER AWARD

Assignment 1 Coaching* (e2)
Name(s)
The assignment may be done individually or in groups up to 3. If the latter, everyone
must be involved in answering all questions together.
Answer all questions and submit the completed assignment to your Coordinator. There are 4
marks for each question 1 to 7 and 12 for the last question (total 40). You need 32 or over to
pass (80%) and have attempted all questions.

*This assignment is compulsory for Silver and Gold awards.
This assignment is to help you to be aware of the aims of korfball and the needs of players at
different ages when you are coaching them. You will need to refer to the Korfball Youth
Development booklet relevant parts are attached to this assignment
Read page 1 of Korfball Youth Development booklet.
1. It is said that one of the aims of korfball is “to develop motor skills and game skills

associated with Korfball” (see Korfball Youth Development p.2). Name one of each below.
Motor skill:-

Game skill:-
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2. Another aim in korfball development is for players to “experience wholesome

competition emphasizing participation more than outcomes.” Keeping this in mind if
you were the coach for a team of 10 year olds what might you say to them at the end
of a game which they have just lost.(about 50 words)

3. Young people generally are seen to be “looking for models” ( see Korfball Youth
Development p.2).

If you are coaching a group of younger people they may see you as a
model. List 2 things you believe you should do when you are coaching them if you
are to be seen as a good model.
1.
2.

Read page 2 of Korfball Youth Development booklet.
4. Everyone is going through a stage of development and for korfball young people we

are grouping them generally into Under 12, Under 14, Under 17 and Under 19.( see
Korfball Youth Development p.2 onwards). For the rest of the questions we will focus on the
Under 12 age group.

5. In the Rationale (see Korfball Youth Development p.3, number 3) it states “the attention span of

children is shorter the younger they are..”
If you were training a group of young children for a korfball activity what would you
do, or need to do, to keep their attention?
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Read pages 3 and 4 of Korfball Youth Development booklet.
6. For Under 12 age players there are a number of intra-personal developments (see
Korfball Youth Development p.5)

we are trying to help them with. Select one of those intrapersonal developments and give an instance where you might help a group with that
in korfball training.

7. For Under 12 age players there are a number of inter-personal developments (see
Korfball Youth Development p.5-6)

we are trying to help them with. Select one of those interpersonal developments and give an instance where you might help a group with that
in korfball training.

Read page 5 of Korfball Youth Development booklet.
8. If, as a coach, you want to follow the suggestions about the development of Under

12’s there are a number of implications for how coaches and others should act.
Select one of the implications for coaches and say what you would do, or be aware
of, when training a group of Under 12’s.
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Select a YouTube or other korfball video e.g.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aiy-nqFb87o

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cGM4AIGeAE
9.

Outline briefly what the video is showing and say why you think it would be good for
Under 12’s to watch keeping in mind what has been said about Under 12’s
development in the Korfball Youth Development booklet. (12 marks)

KORFBALL YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
The Stages of Development, noted below, can help
us recognise what we should do and what we should
expect in the development of our players at certain
ages.

Abridged edition for inclusion in Coaching
Assignment 1 of KYLA
Introduction

Many community groups are interested in the
development of young people. These groups will be
interested in knowing what the aims of korfball
development are. They are to provide opportunities

This resource is designed for anyone involved in
korfball activities with young people from under 12 to
19 and even beyond. For simplicity, and to recognise
continuity, junior and youth development is
considered as youth development for this resource.

1.

Young people generally have these characteristics:2.





They are changing quickly as they develop
physically and mentally
They are looking for models
They are impressionable
They are not adults and they should not be
treated as adults nor expected to behave as
adults

3.

4.
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to develop the motor skills and game skills
that are associated with korfball.
to experience wholesome competition
emphasising participation more than
outcomes.
for social interaction between the genders
and the development of the social skills
associated with korfball.
to improve mental and physical fitness.
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These aims should lead towards a senior or adult
level where males and females can realise their
sporting aspirations in a setting which is equally
demanding of both genders physically, socially
and mentally.

Based on those rationale statements we can now
make some assumptions about what is appropriate
activities in a korfball environment for this age group.

Stages of Development

Fitness

These suggestions are based on what is generally
expected as appropriate at certain ages. Care always
needs to be taken to expect a range of differences in
young people of a particular age group.

There are many reasons to make fitness a priority for
developing korfball players. If they are fit they will be
able to practise the skills they are learning more often
and thereby increase the level of skills. They will be
able to use their skills more effectively, recover more
quickly and be less prone to injury. Most important of
all they will be able to enjoy more their korfball and
other aspects of their life. Fitness is both physical and
mental with the former more important in the earlier
years.

Page 1
Under 12 year olds

Page 2
At all ages for training and games



Rationale (What we can reasonably assume can
be expected for this age group)
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.



There will be a broad range of levels of
maturity in these children but for all the
emphasis should be on fun and mass
participation.
Physically, as the children get older so the
differences between boys and girls will be
greater with girls, generally, at least a year
ahead of boys.
The attention span of children is shorter the
younger they are and they do not readily
understands complicated game rules,
training drills or game tactics.
Success is important in developing selfconfidence and an eagerness to learn more.
Emphasis should be placed on the
acquisition of basic skills – physical and
social, avoiding extrinsic rewards, such as
trophies, but developing a healthy selfimage.
Peer acceptance is important as is how they
perceive their participation in developing
their self-image. Rewards then need to
recognise the positive contribution to the
team by developing particular skill.

make sure players understand the
importance of warm-up, cool down and
stretching
incorporate components of endurance,
strength, power, agility, balance and
coordination appropriate to their physical
development
develop mental focus and motivation through
positive recognition of the player’s best effort

Physical Skills
Korfball has its own particular skills which need to be
developed and with a focus always on using them
rather than similar skills from other sports.
Moving with dodging and feinting
Moving forwards, backwards and sideways
Throwing and catching, one- and two-handed
Intercepting passes
Shooting overhand
Shooting running-in
Defending
Basic tactics for defence and attack
Personal Development
Teachers in schools, parents and other groups wish to
develop the whole child so personal development and
social skills are just as important as physical skills.
Korfball has a special emphasis on these. Here are
some important concepts and examples for their
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development in korfball. They can be grouped as
intra-personal (within themselves) and interpersonal (with others).

-

solving group problems in training, playing and
social situations

Using skills for the benefit of others
being a good “assist” in attack or verbal supporter
of the team

Intra-personal

Recognising when others need help and acting
appropriately
helping in training, supporting another player in a
game
volunteering for tasks such as putting out
equipment, scoring etc.

Motivation
increasingly motivated by own goals and values
e.g. to play better v external rewards such as
coach approval
Self-image/self-concept/sense of self
increasingly moving from external/ physical base
(appearance, possessions, cool trainers) to
psychological/internal (personal attributes, e.g.
honesty, friendliness, a team player)

Relating to others
relating in a positive manner to other teams,
coaches, captains, referees etc.
Sharing
sharing tasks when playing such as feeding,
shooting, intercepting etc.

Self-esteem
self-worth (liking oneself) and self-efficacy
(seeing oneself as able to do stuff successfully)
setting personal goals in training and play
recognising challenges and accepting them

Being honest
not claiming the ball when it is not yours

page 3

Courtesy
shaking hands at appropriate times
handing the ball over appropriately when not
yours

Perspective-taking
self-centredness gives way to imagining how
others see the world and being more sensitive
to the feelings/opinions of others
being aware of the effect of rule breaking/keeping
on others
accepting referees’ decisions and results of the
game

page 4
Understanding and considering the feelings and
needs of others
in a game, thought for the way others feel and
supporting them
not doing anything intentionally to upset others

Resilience
tendency to cope with adversity, a process of
bouncing back from a setback (e.g. not being
selected for the team, dropping an easy pass)

Reward Schemes

Body image
accepting physical self and maintaining a healthy
diet and activity/exercise regime (v diets and
extreme training)

Korfball Australia supports the following:
1.

Inter-personal
A sense of group identity
identifying positively with division/zone group and
team
participating as “player” rather than boy or girl

Personal Award Schemes
Korfball Youth Leader Award or similar, that
focus on individual physical or social skills
achievement at particular levels.

Page 5
2. Fair Play Team award schemes
Where integrated scoring is not used fair play type
awards can be used parallel to game result based
competitions. Korfball skills and behaviour as noted
above may be used.

Solving group problems
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Game Modifications
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Implications for coaches
The rationale and suggestions above imply particular
points to look for and focus upon by all people
involved in korfball.
1. Be aware of the limitations due to maturity
of the children being coached and of the
Rationale, physical and social skills noted
above.
2. Make game modifications to meet the
needs, capabilities and interests of the
children particular at younger age levels.
3. Sideline coaching should be limited and
then only with positive, supportive
comments.

Korfball 4 and/or Korfball 8
The divisions/zones can be less than 20m x
20m but should each be square and equal.
Post heights can be as low as 1.5m.
A number 3 or 4 size ball is preferable for
younger children.
Division/zone changes can be every few
minutes or 2 goals whichever comes first.
Rules might be simplified especially the more
complex rules such as ‘defending and
cutting’ .
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KORFBALL YOUTH LEADER AWARD
Name(s)

Assignment 2 Refereeing *

*This assignment is compulsory for Silver and Gold awards.
The assignment may be done individually or in groups up to 3. If in a group, everyone must be
involved in answering all questions together.
Answer all questions and submit the completed assignment to your Coordinator.
There are 4 marks for each question so a total of 40 marks. You need 32 or over to pass (80%)
and have attempted all questions.
This assignment is to help you to be aware of the aims of korfball and the rules of korfball which
are important as a leader of a team and as a referee when you are the leader of a game
Read the Youth Korfball Rules, above,and the Referee Basics at the end of this assignment.
1. The rules of korfball are based on a number of ideals. For each of the ideals below name
rules of korfball that supports each ideal.
a. requires all round ability with no specialization (name 1 rule)

b. promotes ball handling and non-contact skill (name 1 rule)

c. promotes maximum cooperation between players (name 2 rules)
1.

2.
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2. If you are to referee a game, name 2 responsibilities you would have as a referee.
1.

2.

3. List 2 risk management procedures as a referee you should check before a game.
1.

2.

4. If someone is injured while you are refereeing what is the STOP procedure?
S

T

O

P
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5. What is required by the defender for a shot to be considered “defended”?

6. Give a reason why the referee might award a free pass.

7. Penalties are awarded for the” infringements which result in the loss of a scoring
chance”. Outline an infringement (situation) for which the referee would award a penalty.

Below are some points for referees to be aware of when refereeing `13- 17 year olds
1. Explain clearly decisions made during the game so children become aware of the rules.
2. Make positive comments related to physical and social skills of players during the game.

8. You are to referee an Under 12 team, why should you explain clearly to the players your
decisions during the game?
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9. Suggest a physical skills comment and a social skills comment you might make during a
game to individual players if you were the referee.

Physical skill

Social skills

10. In korfball we expect all players, coaches and spectators to respect the
decisions of the referees and not engage in public dispute of decisions. Suggest
2 reasons why this can be considered a good thing.
1.

2.
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REFEREEING BASICS
(to go with KYLA Assignment 2 Refereeing)

If you are a leader you need to be aware of what the referee’s responsibilities are. If you
do any unqualified refereeing you should know the rules and these responsibilities of the
referee.

Risk Management – injury
procedures

Responsibilities
In a game you have responsibilities

If someone is injured in a game you are
refereeing you must stop the game and do
this procedure:-

These are to:•

Enforce the rules

•

Protect participants

•

Warn participants

•

Ensure that the game c
conducted safely

•

STOP procedure - allows the referee to
assess whether the injury seems severe
and to determine whether the participant
should continue with the activity



Control and supervise the
competition



Risk management essentials



Stop –the game
Talk – to the injured player and others
around
Observe – the injured player
Prevent further injury via the
three options below:-

•

Always inspect and clear the
competition area of visible dangers.

•

Cancel the contest or event if there is
environmental safety issues

•

Inspect and control use of both
player dress(e.g. jewellery), posts
protection and other possible hazards
(e.g. walls and spectator positioning)

•

Enforce the rules control the conduct
of players (e.g.a warning to ‘tone down’
behaviour before things get out of hand
can be effective).

•

Know how to deal appropriately with
injury situations (e.g. stop the game,
check injured person and/or call in first
aid officials for that game such as
coaches)

1. Severe injury - Get help
2. Less severe injury - Rest, Ice,
Compression, Elevation,
Referral (RICER)
3. Minor injury - Play on (after
appropriate treatment,
assessment and rest)
The actions 1, 2 and 3 would normally be
directed by a team coach/teacher but you
need to be aware of them and know who
will take responsibility for these at your
game.
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KORFBALL YOUTH LEADER AWARD

Assignment 3 Administration*
Name(s)
The assignment may be done individually or in groups of up to 3. If the latter, everyone must be
involved in answering all questions together.
*This assignment is compulsory for Silver and Gold awards.
Answer all questions and submit the completed assignment to your Coordinator.
There are 2 marks for each section (box) so a total of 26 marks. You need 20 or over to pass (80%
approximately) and have attempted all questions.

This assignment is to help you to be aware of the aims of korfball and the needs of players at different
ages when you are leading them. You will need your Korfball Youth Leader Award manual .
Read in the Manual Where does korfball come from?
1. a. What was the occupation of the person who invented korfball?
b. Why did he call it korfball?

2.

How did korfball get to Australia?

3. a. In what year did Australia first take part in the Korfball World Championships?

b. When and where did we have a Korfball World Championships in Australia?

4. a. In approximately how many countries is korfball played?

b. What is the name of the international organisation responsible for korfball?
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Read in the Manual - Korfball: From Ideal to Practice
5. There are 3 major ideals in which play is valued. Give an example for each.
“all-round ability”

“Maximum cooperation between players”

“Ball-handling and non-contact skills”

Read in the Manual – Is Korfball Different?
6. If you had a friend who plays basketball explain in each case how you would show korfball is different.
Movement on court

Shooting

Tactics
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KORFBALL YOUTH LEADER AWARD

Form 2 AWARDS APPLICATION FORM
Name of Applicant
Address*

Age
email*
*Can be club or school or home.
Applicant’s Points for completed activities;
Area
Points Achieved
Participation
Knowledge for Leadership
Coaching
Refereeing
Administration
TOTAL

Attach copies of certificates and registration number for ASC Beginning Coaching Basic Principles
Course and ASC Officiating Fundamentals Course if required for the level of award requested.
Indicate if the applicant has completed the compulsory assignments and their percentage score if
appropriate for the level applied for (ie Silver and Gold awards)
Korfball Youth Leader – Coaching Assignment
-Korfball Youth Leader – Refereeing Assignment

--

Korfball Youth Leader – Administration Assignment -The applicant should keep the KYL Award Record (e.g. Log)for use as credits in applying for higher awards later.
This information too may be requested by the Regional Coordinator in case he/she feels further clarification of
activities or records is deemed necessary.

Award Level Applied for (please highlight, circle or underline appropriate level)
Bronze
Silver
Gold
Comments of the Co-ordinator
I have sighted the KYL Award Record of ………………. and to the best of my knowledge I
believe…………….. has completed the activities required for the Award and has my recommendation.
(+ any other comments)
Award Fees Bronze $10, Silver $20, Gold $30.(in silver or gold cases less fees for awards paid before)
to be made payable to Korfball Australia BSB 035-048 Ac.163474
(Note; There are no fees if the Award is administered entirely within an educational institution with their own
coordinator. An electronic award template will be sent to such institutions. Institutions may keep their own records
of individual students and only send in a list of names of achievers at each level

Name of Coordinator
Email

Club/School

State

mobile /phone

Address (for sending certificates or email for electronic template)
This application should be emailed to YouthLeadersAward@korfball.org.au
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